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Vision 

The Sufi Kathak Foundation is a non-profit registered society founded by Manjari Chaturvedi to 

create awareness for Sufi Kathak and other related ancient performing art traditions. The 

Foundation works towards promoting traditional art forms and at the same time providing 

scholarships to students pursuing classical music and dance, and also pension and medical 

insurance to needy artists. 

 

Mission 

The aim of Sufi Kathak Foundation is to promote spiritual dance and music and world cultural 

unity, also initiating children and orienting the youth to become self-employed through arts - 

dance and music, and evolve a humanist outlook. The main objective of the foundation is to 

create centers for spiritual dance and music, folk & classical dance and organise training classes, 

workshops and musical concerts to promote Sufi Kathak and classical music in India as well as 

across the world. The society's mission is also to provide financial and technical assistance to 

retired artist as well as to needy students who are committed towards Sufi music and dance. 

 

From the President’s desk 

Over the past four years, I have continuously observed a change in 

the work of the Foundation. There is a marked reorganization in the 

thought and the functioning of the organization and yet maintaining 

an equal emphasis on each aspect of the concerts, organizing 

concerts and at the same time putting efforts towards research and 

archiving activities.  

This year has also seen our first association with the Ministry of 

Culture, Government of India. I am also happy to share that we 

were delighted to organize our first Seminar Understanding 

Qawwali- A Symposium on the traditional art-form of Qawwali”. 

‘Understanding Qawwali’ is an academic initiative by Sufi Kathak 

Foundation to create awareness, preserve and promote Qawwali, an oral and an intangible  living 

heritage of the Indian-subcontinent. The response to research scholars/students/filmmakers by 

audiences through emails and messages of appreciation for our programmes is extremely 

heartwarming and propels us to continue working on this music form through our foundation 

activities. In today’s changing times it is interesting to note that in the while Qawwali continues 

to be an integral component of Hindi film  music  and  industry,  the  intrinsic nature of this 

traditional art form has faded away ,  replacing  the  spirituality and the devotion in the art form 

with  shallow references.  It therefore becomes crucial in today’s times to understand Qawwali, 

an oral tradition and unravel the thought behind Qawwali: the philosophy, the people and the 

musical structure in its purest available form.  

I am happy to share with you that foundation has launched its first ever online “Qawwali 

Heritage Museum” for the Qawwali lovers, where they can access the traditional Qawwalies and 

can easily understand the meaning of those Qawwalies. The Foundation in  the coming years 

would develop and explore the medium of film making for our projects.  

Lastly, I would like to thank our supporters for supporting our activities us throughout the year 

and making this year a success.  
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Preserving the Art: 

Dialogues from the mystics 
 

Sufi Kathak: Dance of the Mystics 

Date: 19th October, 2012 

Venue: Kamani Auditorium, New Delhi 

Artists: Janaab Nurul Hassan and Group, Amin Khan 

and Group from Rajasthan & Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi 

Sufi Kathak Foundation has organized a Sufi Music and Dance 

Festival for the people of Delhi in the month of October.  This 

concert explores the feminine in Sufi poetry as depicted by Sufi 

mystics for their beloved, the Almighty. Such an aspect is solely 

relegated to the Sufi faith in the Indian sub-continent, where 

Rumi, Kabir, Hazrat Amir Khusrau, Baba Bulleh Shah and 

Hazrat Shah Niyaz have presented their pure love and devotion for the divine by characterizing 

themselves as the wife, bride and beloved of the Almighty. Manjari Chaturvedi portrayed the 

same along with her musicians- Sufi Qawwals from Awadh and traditional Manganiars from 

Rajasthan. 

In the Indian-subcontinent, what remains unique to Sufism, is portrayal of love and devotion for 

the Almighty through the imagery of a woman, wife and beloved as expressed by the male Sufi 

mystics. Sufi Kathak: Dance of the mystics is a unique concert that presents a concept which has 

never been explored in an artistic format in front of audiences.  

The concert began with the enchanting with the powerful vocal melodies of the singers and this 

was further enhanced by the Sufi Kathak by Performance of Manjari. A distinctive feature, about 

the concert was the poetic conversation shared between Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi and Ms. Neesha 

Singh. The poetries shared, were written by known Sufi poets such as Amir Khusrau, Kabir and 

Bulleh Shah as the depiction of love for their Beloved, “The Almighty” 
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Seminar 

Understanding Qawwali-2013- A 

Symposium on the traditional Art-

form of Qawwali 

Date: 2nd March 2013 

Venue: India International Centre 

 
Speakers 

Dr. Madan Gopal Singh, Musician and Scholar 

Shri Dhruv Sangari, Sufi Vocalist 

Padamshri Ustad F. Wasifuddin Dagar, Dhrupad 

Exponent 

Prof. Najma Perveen Ahmad, University of Delhi 

Documentary Films 

“Sufi Sama” by Shri Yousuf Saeed 

“The Qawwals” by Mr. Amit Mehra 

Session Featuring Qawwali Musicians 

Shri Yousuf Khan Nizami, representing the Qawwal Bachhe Gharana 

Shri Muazzam, Nephew of Legendary Qawwali Performer Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan 

Shri Dhruv Sangari, Sufi Vocalist 

Student Presentations 

Shadab Alam, CCMG, Jamia Millia Islamia 

Aditi Krishna, South Asian University 

Anushi Agrawal, CCMG, Jamia Millia Islamia 

Launch of “The Qawwali Heritage Museum” 

Shri Motilal Vora with Ms. Manjari Chaturvedi, President, Sufi Kathak Foundation 

Live Qawwali Performances 

Qawwal Janaab Wajahat Hussain Badayuni from Uttar Pradesh, India 

 

The  Symposium  ‘Understanding  Qawwali’  seeks  to  discuss, debate  and  understand  

Qawwali  as  a traditional  Sufi  art-form belonging to the Indian-subcontinent origin and intends 

to understand the present situation of traditional Qawwals with the purpose of outlining a clear 

framework to bring forth  the  original  form of Qawwali.  It is interesting to note that in the 

while Qawwali continues to be an integral component of Hindi film  music  and  industry,  the  

intrinsic nature of this traditional art form has faded away ,  replacing  the  spirituality and the 

devotion in the art form with  shallow references.  It therefore becomes crucial in today’s times 

to understand Qawwali, an oral tradition and unravel the thought behind Qawwali: the 

philosophy, the people and the musical structure in its purest available form.  

 

The symposium was a one of a kind academic initiative that transcended Qawwali, a traditional 

performing art to the domain of serious academic discourse, bringing together artists, students, 

film makers and academicians on the same platform.  The symposium also featured and offered 

a space to traditional Qawwali musicians to voice what they felt about the centuries’ old music 

form.  

The Symposium Featured: 

 A detailed talk by Dr. Madan Gopal Singh on Sufi Saints of the Indian Sub-continent and 

introduction to the poetry of Bulleh Shah, other Sufi Saints. 
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 A detailed talk by Shri Dhruv Sangari, Practitioner of Sufi Music, on Qawwali as an 

expression of Sufi Sama. 

 Talk by Ustad Wasifuddin Dagar, Dhrupad Exponent, on commonalities across the 

various genres of music.  

 Talk by Professor Najma Perveen, Professor Delhi University, on the historical origin 

and formation of Qawwali. 

 Screening of the short documentary films “Sufi Sama” and “the Qawwals” by Shri 

Yousuf Saeed and Shri Amit Mehra respectively.  

 Talk by the budding students and researchers from various Universities located in Delhi 

 Discussion on the present situation of Qawwali and its practitioners by Qawwali 
Musicians featuring Janab Yousuf Khan Nizami, and Janab Muazzam 

 The  final performances in the evening also, saw the launch of “The Qawwali Heritage 

Museum.” The museum is a one of a kind digital initiative that is responsible for 

maintaining a digital archive of high quality audio recordings, video recordings, books, 

instruments and other items that truly represent this tradition. Currently the museum is a 

digital interface that is accessible across the world through the medium of the internet.   

 The evening performances featured the live demonstration of  Qawwali by Qawwal 

Janaab Wajahat Hussain Badayuni, and  Qawwal Janaab Rizwan-Muazzam, the nephews 

of Ustad Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, from Pakistan performed popular Qawwalis 

 

The Symposium has received the tremendous response from the audience and was attended by 

more than a 1000 listeners were present until the end of the performances, who then greeted the 

performers with a standing ovation. For most listeners it was a memorable experience, as 

Qawwali performers such as Janaab Wajahat Hussain and Janaaz Rizwan-Muazzam, rarely 

perform on the same platform in India.   
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Ras Rang- a Festival for the people of Dwarka-

Ibaadat-2013 

Date: 9th March 2013 

Venue: Nirmal Bhartiya School, Dwarka 

Artists:Janaab Ahmed Khan Warsi, Rampur  

& Janab Haider Bux, Lucknow 

 

For the first time, Sufi Kathak Foundation organized a 

Qawwali concert for the people of Dwarka in 

continuation to Ibaadat Festival Series. With support 

from Delhi Kalyan Samiti, Government of NCT, Delhi 

Sufi Kathak Foundation organized its first Qawwali 

concert in Dwarka. The people Dwarka have to travel a 

long distance to enjoy cultural evenings, due to which 

they remain untouched to such cultural evenings. 

Through the festivals people were happy that they were 

able to enjoy such the soulful music in their vicinity. 

 

The evening concert was carried forward through performances by Haider Bux Qawwal group 

from the Dargah of Hazrat Deva Sharif in Lucknow by singing Qaul which narrates the 

omnipotent and omnipresent God, the greatness of Prophet Mohommad followed by Chaap 

Tilak and Ae ri Sakhi the known Qawwalis written and composed by Hazrat Amir Khusrau.  

 

The evening was further enhanced by the Qawwal Janab Mohommad Ahmad Khan Warsi from 

Rampur in Uttar Pradesh singing to celebrate the arrival of the spring, bahut kathin hai re dagar 

panghat ki by Amir Khusrau, Zihale miskin, Allah Hu and Kahe ko biyahi bides. The Musical 

night turned the ambience to Sufiana and the listeners were left possessed by the purity of the 

music and the lyrics of the Sufis. The devotion to the Divine lies in the simplicity of the words 

used in the Sufi Poetry. The amphitheatre was enchanted with the powerful vocal melodies of 

the singers and this was further enhanced by the rhythmic clapping received from the audience 

in every number performed. The listeners relived the Sufi mystics’ vision through the music that 

charmed them.  

 

The Qawwali Heritage Museum 

As a part of its conservation and promotion of art activities, Sufi Kathak Foundation informally 

maintains a collection of books, audio recordings, video recordings, instruments, compositions 

etc. The Qawwali Project, which is an archiving initiative, is a support project to the Qawwali 

Heritage museum, to expand the collection at The Qawwali Heritage Museum.  

At present, Sufi Kathak Foundation has launched the web interface of the Qawwali museum i.e. 

www.qawwalimuseum.com. The museum is a one of a kind digital initiative that is responsible 

for maintaining a digital archive of high quality audio recordings, video recordings, books, 

instruments and other items that truly represent this tradition. Currently the museum is a digital 

interface that is accessible across the world through the medium of the internet. This web 

interface is developed in order to provide a brief demonstration of the actual museum with 

samples of collections which will be housed in the physical space of the museum to be 

http://www.qawwalimuseum.com/
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developed in the future. Sufi Kathak Foundation plans to expand the current museum with help 

from external funding agencies. 

We have been visited by scholars from other countries, which have shown interest in the 

Foundation’s activities and used the resources available in the informal archive of the 

Foundation. 

 

Empowering the Wanderers: 
Pensions, Scholarships and Medical Support 

As a part of its activities, Sufi Kathak Foundation has been supporting the practitioners of Sufi 

Music and Qawwali Music for the past four years and continues to do so. Sufi Kathak 

Foundations provides medical support, pensions and annual scholarships to retired artists and 

the wives of deceased artists and to keen students who do not possess the finances, for pursuing 

courses in music and dance. This year onwards, these supports and aids were converted into 

support schemes started, along with other support schemes. The schemes are given below: 

1. “Amir Khusrau Scholarship Scheme for Music” (Vocal and Instrumental) - This scheme 

aims to financially support keen learners, enthusiasts and students for learning music both vocal 

and instrumental.  

2. “Manjari Chaturvedi Scholarship Scheme for Dance”- This scheme aims to financially 

support keen learners, enthusiasts and students for learning traditional dance forms of India.  

3.  “Mehboob-e-Illahi Annual Qawwali Award” for successful contribution in spreading the 

Sufi message of peace and harmony through Qawwali- This scheme is a one- time endowment 

award for a particular Qawwal for his successful contribution in the field of Sufi Music and 

Qawwali music in India.  

4. “Saraswati Pension/Medical aid Scheme for women in performing arts” for contribution 

in music and dance and related art forms- This scheme aims to financially support scheme for a 

particular female musician for her successful contribution in the field of traditional performing 

arts of India.  

5. “Deva Sharif Pension/Medical aid Scheme” for support to retired needy artists and Qawwali 

Musicians- This scheme aims to financially support old needy artists and retired musicians and 

traditional artists for their sustenance, who are unable to provide for themselves through their 

art.  

6. “Mevlana Rumi Project Grants” for experimental collaborations between Sufi Music, Sufi 

Kathak and other forms of Music- This scheme aims to support new and experimental 

collaborations between Sufi Music, Qawwali and any other form of Music/ dance ending in a 

performance recital at a suitable venue in New Delhi. Sufi Kathak Foundation will support the 

artist in studio space, research and guidance and support artists. Below mentioned are the names 

who have been assisted by the Foundation in the current financial year:  
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Sufi Kathak Foundation and 

The people 
Sufi Kathak Foundation through its initiatives in art and culture has successfully touched the 

lives and hearts of many. The Foundation has been successful in gaining faith and trust of those 

musicians who have been exploited for their talent by many. Besides these, the foundation has 

also established itself as a known body among the wider society, through its concerts.  
S no. Event/ project Supporters Number of Artists/ Beneficiaries/ 

volunteers/ participants 

Audience 

participation 

1 Sufi Kathak – Dance of the 

mystics 

 TATA Motors 

 Ministry of Culture 

 6 Qawwals  

 6 Maniniars 

 1 Sufi Kathak Dancer 

 1 Poet 

 7 other helping hands 

632 Attendees 

2 Seminar- Understanding 

Qawwali-2013 

 Sir Ratan Tata Trust 

 India International Centre 

 Indian Council for Cultural 

Relations 

 5 Speakers 

 2 Filmmakers 

 3 Research Scholars 

 12 Qawwals from Pakistan 

 7 Qawwals from Lucknow 

 3 organization members 

 4 Volunteers 

 7 Other helping hands 

 More then 1000 

attendees 

 

3 Ras Rang: A festival for the 

people of Dwarka – Ibaadat-

2013 

 Delhi Kalyan Samiti, Govt. 

of NCT 

 Nirmal Bhartia School 

Dwarka 

 

 6 Qawwals from Lucknow 

 8 Qawwals from Rampur 

 7 other helping hands 

500 Attendees 

5 The Qawwali Heritage 

museum 

 Self Funded 

 Donations by Manjari 

Chaturvedi (books, audio 

recordings, video etc) 

 2 Student Volunteers 

 2 organization members 

 2 research scholars 

 Other unaccounted 

visitors 

6 “Deva Sharif 

Pension/Medical aid 

Scheme” for support to 

retired needy artists and 

Qawwali Musicians 

 Donations 

 Money raised through the 

previous fund raising 

concerts 

 5 retired needy musician from 

Lucknow and Agra 

(Noorul Hassan, Israrul Hasan, Aziz Chisti, 

Pandit Arjun Mishra, Istipha Hussain) 
 

N/A 

7 “Saraswati 

Pension/Medical aid 

Scheme for women in 

performing arts” for 

contribution in music and 

dance and related art forms. 

 Donations 

 Money raised through the 

previous fund raising 

concerts 

 1 retired musician from Lucknow 

(Zareena Begum) 

N/A 

8 “Amir Khusrau Scholarship 

Scheme for Music” (Vocal 

and Instrumental music) 

 Donations 

 Money raised through the 

previous fund raising concerts 

 1 avid learner of Indian Classical 

music (Saif) 

N/A 
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Some Responses from 

Audience and Media in 2012- 13 
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Some Responses from 

Audience in 2012- 13 

Congratulations to you and ur team. 
What a ruhani evening. Very 

sufiana! A true ibbadat! 
 

Amit Bhandari 

"……mainjabdillimahanagarko

dekhta hu to mujhe lagta hai ki man 

apni kala apni sanskriti se dur jata 

jar aha hu, lekin shayad is school 

mein aa ke laga hai ki hum dobara 

apni zameen se judne lage hain, 

ibbaadat 2013 ko dekh kar ab 

mujhe bhi lag raha hai ki ye jo 

purani humari jo parampara hai 

usse humse jude.. main guzarish 

karunga organizers se ki ye har 

saal 2 ya 3 baar kare saal mein taki 

hume or kuch seekhne ko or sunne 

ko mile. 

 

Kumar Rajneesh 

Dwarka 

 

That was really good, enjoyed it 

immensely! I do admire your whole 

venture. Keep it up. Thank you very 

much 

 

Warm Regards 

- Deepa and Prashant Bhushan 

Ibaadat ka programme bohut hi sundar of bohut hi acha Qawwali ka 

programme hai or bohut din se hum soch rahe the iske bare mein, 

shoch rahe the  is prog ko  dekhne k liye ….. dwarka ke logon ke liye 

is tarike ki koi facility nahi hai wo bohot enjoy karte hain. yaha esa 

culture hai….. main bhi adha ghanta late hua ane ke liye lekin bohot 

sundar programme hai yaha dekh ke jo lag raha hai especially jo 

qawwal lucknow se or Ram pur se aaye hue hai, meri ye guzarish hai 

programme organizers se ki is tarha ke programme karte rahen 

dwarka mein. dwarka mein bohot jarurat hai ese  programme ki 

kyunkli yaha is tarha ka crowd hai  log ese programo ko enjoy karte 

hain. 

Mr. Rakesh Mehra 

 

Yesterday I attended your presentation 

of Sufi Kathak: Dance of the Mystics. I 

must say it was a unique experience of 

watching a synthesis of Kathak and Sufi 

poetry it is difficult to express the 

feelings/experience. It was after decades 

that I got a chance to listen the 

traditionalformofQawwali… 

- Habib Ahmad 

 

 
Dear team Sufi Kathak, 

 
To begin with please accept my heartiest 

congratulations on your initiative to bring the 
tradition of Qawwali back into main stream 

performing arts.I would be interested in 
participating a part of the symposium. I am an 
art historian and write on Art,Culture,Heritage 

and museums for national and international 
journals. 

- Seema Bhalla 
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Some Responses from 

Audience 2012- 13 

 

 

Funds and Finances 

(Raising and Utilizing) 
Corporate Fund Raising 

Sufi Kathak Foundation has raised finances for its various projects, by approaching sponsors and 

support from various corporate houses mentioned below. This year the Ministry of Culture 

assisted Sufi Kathak Foundation in its initiatives. Besides this other support in kind (venue 

partners, publicity support etc.) was also received for its other projects.  

S no Organization Support Received 

1 Tata Motors Limited Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship 

2 Ministry of Culture Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship 

3 Sir Ratan Tata Trust and Navajbai Ratan Tata 

Trust 

Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship 

4 India International Centre Venue Support 

5 Indian Council for Cultural Relations Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship 

6 Delhi Kalyan Samiti, Government of NCT Monetary Assistance/ Sponsorship 

7 Nirmal Bhartia School Venue Support 

Manjari chaturvedi jii akeli 

nahi , unke saath prakrite ( 

nature/ parbhu kee maya) nritya 

karti hai, so it is the 

performance of parmatma, 

aatma and prakrite,!!! 

 

-Vijay Mishra 

 

In the past 20 years, I've listened to 
hundreds of hours of qawwali. Tonight 
was the BEST qawwali I've ever heard: 

Rizwan and Muazzam, Nusrat's 
nephews, brought to Delhi by Manjari 

Chaturvedi and Amit Mehra - a life-
changing experience! If you ever get to 
hear them sing live, make sure to GO. 

 
- Ananya Vajpeyi 

Hi Manjari, 

My heartiest 

congratulations to you 

for taking up this very 

important cause, of 

preserving our 

intangible heritage. The 

few lectures that I heard 

were truly eye openers 

and a revelation…… 

-Urvashi Srivastava 
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Sufi Kathak Foundation: 

The Organization 
Sufi Kathak Foundation Board Members 
S No. Name Nationality Office held in the 

Association, if any 

1 Ms. MANJARI CHATURVEDI India President 

2 Mr. AMIT MEHRA India Treasurer 

3 Ms. TINA KHANNA India General Secretary 

4 Ms. SAVI MULL India Member 

5 Ms. DAHLIA SEN OBEROI India Member 

6 Mr. ABHAY MEHROTRA India Member 

7 Ms. AMBICA VERMA India Member 

8 Ms. PUJA JHAVER India Member 

9 Mr. SANKALP MEHROTRA India Member 

10 Mr. K S CHATURVEDI India Member 

11 Ms. PRIYANKA CHATURVEDI TIWARI India Member 

 

 

 
Sufi Kathak Foundation 

(Registered Society no. 61883) 

J-237, Saket, Basement, 

New Delhi-110017 

Phone: 011 41764860 

Landline: 91-9810345081 

Email: sufikathakfoundation@gmail.com 

Web: www.sufikathak.com 

www.youtube.com/sufikathak, www.sufikathakfoundation.blogspot.com 


